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,Ixr,ln The installation in the gallery's back space, Datun in the Basement

ry Eight Check),2013, was aÍÍecting: A proiected film of an empty out-
.2Í}13.
,-,Ë door concert stage offered a color-strewn light show. W'here was the

tG crowd? It was me. A spotlight positioned opposite the projector roved
tcobr, the gallern settling briefly on the film projection and doubling the light,

5]' thus subversively conjuring Giorgio Agamben's "contemporary," or
ffi-

"the one whose eyes are struck by the beam of darkness that comes

from his own time." If Julier is a Light and Space artist, his is the light
of concerts, the space of clubs. He is less concerned with natural phe-

nomena than with the artificial environments (and images) we create

to inundate our senses. The experience of time here was that of a video

clip rather than a film: concisely feverish visual moments (fireballs' an

amp, an eye blinking), not descriptive narratives. But translation
appears to be the strangest subtext ofJulier's practice: of light into
cinematic image, of viewed images into a language of information
decoded by the viewer's brain. See, too, the undefined places that pro-
vide vacant vistas of light for Julier's gaze: postindustrial cities, dark
basements, mountains, some Riviera. If the formal visual language that
he works in remains surprisingly clear-dependent on technological
process and his coldly compelling, canceling vision-his subiects offer
their own sight lines (and sources of light) with which to contend.
Perhaps this explains the sounds that punctuate his videos; always
electronic, they too speak through technology, not nature.

-Quinn 
Latimer
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Michael Portnoy
WILFRIED LENTZ

"There is a certain kind of ghost that can only materialize with the aid

of a sheet or other piece of cloth to give it outline," says §7illiam S.

Burroughs in his 1953 novel, lunky. So too can the ephemeral, per-

forming human body be traced by the materials associated with it. In
performance or workshop settings, New York-based performance art-
ist Michael Portnoy frequently probes the relationship between indi-
viduals and the things around them by using language and objects to
provoke movement-both his own and that of his audience. This pro-
cedure is depicted in his HD-video film rrnrur,o :r.RIMES (all works
2013), and is central to his recent exhibition of the same name. For the

film, Portnoy devised sii directives for the characters'choreography in
six corresponding film chapters. Each chapter opens with the directive

displayed as text in a blank frame; the scenes that follow make use of
dim lighting and a foreboding sound track to effect a film-noir mood
around the suspense-driven interactions between actors who generally

appear in pairs and who use few words, sometimes fragmented or
seemingly invented. In place of dialogue, the actors might undulate
their torsos and limbs or contort their faces in Portnoy's familiar cho-

reographic vocabulary. For instance, in the second chapteq an encoun-

ter between two actors who hold aggressive stances while taking turns

severely blinking their eyes in a type of absurd face-off follows a chap-

ter directive that states, IMMoBILIZE THE oPPoSITIoN BY STRATEGI-

CALLY CHOKING THE OCULAR FIELD.

During the last vignette, which begins with the directive BELIEvE

SAVAGELY IN THE ENTANGLEMENT OF FORMALISM AND EMOTION' WC

see a woman engage in a brief, physically restrained tryst with another

actor in an empty subterranean hallway of the Gare de l'Est train sta-

tion in Paris. Then, following the second part of the chapter's directive

statement, BEIGE ON BEIGE ON BEIGE, the Same WOman iS Seen rUnning

along the same corridor, where she meets another recurring character,

a man with a menacing expression, who offers her pieces of oil pastels

in various earth tones, which she initially resists, then accepts, as if
capitulating to an addiction. She nervously applies the pigment in thick
lines to the Íront flaps of her costume, a camel-colored trench coat-in
fact, all the characters wear tÍench coats, in varying shades of beige,

brown, artd gray.In the gallery, six of these coats were stretched, with
only their backs visible, over preexisting canvases. These six coats-on-

canvases, titled ftrn[ro 1HR1MES r-6,were hung in two horizontal
rows of three on the same gallery wall onto which the film was pro-
jected. Seen separately from the film, these works might resemble

abstract landscapes, though several details clearly mark them as con-

structed from clothing-waist straps and folded sleeves, for example'

But their installation in proximity to the film underlined their status as

vestiges of the performances Írom which they derived.
Converting well-worn costumes into abstract "paintings," Portnoy

continues his long-standing engagement with gestural abstraction, here

manifested in oil pastel on the trench coat taken from the last chapter

of the ruanrLocHRoMES 6lm. In an essay accompanying this exhibi-
tion, Diane Bent humorously, lyrically, and persuasively derides con-

temporary revivals of the heroic signals of monochrome painting,
satirizing the recurrence of modernist critical shibboleths in contem-
porary painting practices in which "claims about 'process' and 'perÍor-
mative production"' are delivered in, as she puts it, "a monochrome
monotone." Likewise, Portnoy travesties the methods associated with
the monochrome as a trope through a montage of gestures, recollected

by their remnants.

-Mary Rinebold
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Viktor Takóó
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Although prominent on the Czech art scene from an early age, Prague-

based Viktor Takóè does not fit the stereotype of a competitive and

Michael PoÈrt,
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